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Data Sharing and Aggregation
➢

C-Path projects are dependent upon aggregating large amounts of data across multiple contributors
(e.g., pharmaceutical companies, academic centers, government research centers)

➢

These high-quality aggregated databases serve as the foundational evidence package for regulatory
agencies to evaluate in determining to endorse a novel methodology or drug development tool

➢

C-Path has built an expansive expertise regarding governance of data sharing projects involving
multiple stakeholders, including data standards development, data contribution and data use
agreements, data management process, and ability to provide tiered data access to different
stakeholders.
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Data Sharing and Aggregation
C-Path’s Online Data Repository (CODR)

As of Oct 2018; external means external to C-Path (e.g., consortium only)
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Advancement of Novel Methodologies & Drug
Development Tools: Regulatory Path
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C-Path Regulatory Successes
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* Ongoing scientific advice/regulatory review
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Specific Examples in Other Disease Areas

➢
➢
➢
➢

Polycystic Kidney Disease
Tuberculosis
Kidney safety biomarker panel
C-Path’s Biomarker Data Repository Pilot
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Polycystic Kidney Disease Outcomes Consortium

The Challenges
➢ Heterogeneous and slow progressing disease requires long trials and
challenging endpoints.
➢ Finding clinical endpoint(s) or an accepted surrogate for measuring disease
progression early in the course of the disease where kidney function is
largely preserved.
➢ Designing an acceptable
confirmatory clinical trial
design to use FDAs
Accelerated Approval
pathway.
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Total Kidney Volume as a Prognostic Biomarker
➢ Goal: To qualify an enrichment biomarker for clinical trials in ADPKD

➢ Approach: Using patient-level historical data and a joint model was
developed linking longitudinal TKV1 growth to the probability of worsening
of eGFR2
➢ Qualification timeline: 2 years to set foundation, 5 more years to achieve
qualification
Define
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1

Total Kidney Volume
2 Estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate
3 Consortium for Radiologic Imaging Studies of PKD
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Polycystic Kidney Disease Outcomes Consortium

The Successes
➢ CDISC data standard generated
➢ Aggregated database created and available
➢ Joint model of TKV progression with PKD progression
developed
➢ TKV qualified as a prognostic biomarker with FDA and EMA
➢ TKV considered a “Reasonably Likely Surrogate” by the FDA
enabling an accelerated approval pathway
➢ Three companies developing drugs in this space has grown to
seven
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Insights in to TB clinical trials
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Insights into TB Clinical Trials

➢ TB- Platform for Aggregation of Clinical TB Studies (TB-PACTS) aggregated datasets from TB clinical trials
➢ Made accessible to scientific community in April 2016
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TB-PACTS DATABASE
The TB-PACTS data platform is designed to catalyze and
accelerate TB research by curating and standardizing
tuberculosis (TB) clinical trial data and making this data
publicly available to qualified researchers. These
researchers can access and analyze data in aggregate, or
filter and view individual patient-level data from
seventeen clinical trials, including REMoxTB, RIFAQUIN
and OFLUTUB.

56 Applicants from 35 Distinct Institutions from 11 Countries

17 Studies
12,234 Patients
Partners:
Special Research Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR)
The TB Alliance
St. George’s University of London
Case Western University
The British Medical Research Council
Critical Path Institute

USE BY SECTOR

Academia: 16
Pharmaceutical: 1
Non-profit: 9
Government: 3
Other: 5
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Insights into TB clinical trials
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Insights into TB Clinical Trials

➢ Re-analysis of Fluoroquinolone Executed Clinical Trials (Re-FLECT) – a model-based
meta-analysis of the Phase III quinolone-containing trials to gather insight into the
reason for failure of these trials to demonstrate sustained response in multiple drug
resistant (MDR) TB.
➢ Manuscripts from this project are in development
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Kidney Safety Biomarker Panel
➢ Initial project gathered data from multiple companies on compounds evaluated
with set of seven biomarkers
➢ Qualified by FDA, EMA and PMDA
➢ Demonstrating clinical utility of these biomarkers was joint project between C-Path’s
Predictive Safety Testing Consortium and FNIH’s Biomarker Consortium
➢ Received qualification for clinical utility of the biomarker panel in healthy volunteers
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FNIH & C-Path Recent Qualification
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Biomarker Data Repository Pilot
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Biomarker Data Repository Pilot
C-Path encourages contribution of data into its Biomarker Data Repository pilot (which
focuses on kidney safety biomarkers as proof of concept)
➢Masked, de-identified data from multiple sponsors will be collected and stored in a
secured repository administered by C-Path. The data will then be available to C-Path
and FDA staff to support research that leads to the submission of documents to
worldwide regulatory agencies to:
• Qualify novel safety biomarkers for new Contexts of Use (CoUs)
• Modify and expand existing CoUs
• Identify appropriate exploratory biomarkers to advance drug development in the future

Our ultimate goal is to accelerate qualification of novel biomarkers as new
tools for drug developers.
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Databases Supporting Regulatory Endorsement of New Tools
Individual data contributors determine how their data can be accessed.
AD placebo arm
patient-level data1

Relational Sequencing
TB Data Platform6

AD Clinical Trial
Simulation Tool2

Kidney Safety Biomarkers7

PKD database:
patient-level data3

Nonclinical data across
Numerous organ safety
biomarkers8

MS database: patient-level data
(active and placebo arm)4

In process: PD active and 9
placebo patient-level data

MDR TB database: active and
SOC patient-level data5

In process: Duchenne Muscular
Dystrophy active and placebo
patient-level data10
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Databases Available to the External Research Community
AD placebo-arm, patient-level data
Used to support AD clinical trial simulation tool

PKD database
used to support regulatory qualification

TB-PACTS: Phase III TB clinical trial data sets on
behalf of WHO – for transparency and to evaluate
trials employing fluoroquinolones

CDC-sponsored clinical trials in MDR TB
Primarily
for transparency

MS placebo-arm data
extracted from larger database to be used for regulatory submissions

Relational Sequencing TB Data Platform
genotypic, phenotypic data of clinical isolates of trial participants with MDR/XDR
TB, along with clinical outcome data; to be used to inform the development of rapid
drug susceptibility test for SOC and newer treatment regimens
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